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SPECIAL
POINTS OF
INTEREST:
Ladies Night on
11– Jun

UPHA Reverse Raffle tickets for sale!
Only 200 being sold, $100 each. Grand prize is $10,000!
Other prizes are cash from $100-$500, gift baskets, etc.
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Please donate items that may be used in a basket, or gift
cards from your favorite stores or services.
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Congrats to
Michelle
Thompson for
completing the
May pattern and
winning the $10
Starbucks gift card
drawing!

With the warm weather we are excited to see all the
people doing the monthly pattern.
Remember that all those who complete the monthly
pattern are entered into a drawing for a gift card.
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puzzles are sentences or paragraphs that
are en- crypted with a letter substitution. In this
case each cryptogram puzzle is related to horses. Each puzzle uses different letter substitutions.
An example of a letter substitution encryption may be: The word HORSE could be encoded to
XPQMG if H=X, O=P, R=Q, etc. Find the right letter substitutes to solve these cryptogram puzzles.
General Horse Info:
PEFL DCF XTKN XFNNFZ ETTQFZ WDWWDXH. DZAXP QFWDXF ETCHFH
DCF GDXXFZ WDCFH DKZ DZAXP WDXFH DCF HPDXXVTKH TC
NFXZVKNH. LTAKN ETCHFH DCF GDXXFZ QTDXH DKZ GDK HPDKZ DKZ
CAK HETCPXL DQPFC BVCPE. PEFL CFDGE QAXX DZAXP HVYF BL DNF
QVRF.
AGE:
Z IRELF IZL Z HCBF LNZG RB OSFGOX-BCPF OR OICEOX XFZEL. Z BFS
SCHH HCPF CGOR OIFCE BREOCFL, MQO CO CL GRO DRKKRG. HCBF
LNZG ZHLR JFNFGJL RG OIF MEFFJ, OIF HFPFH RB IFZHOI DZEF ZGJ
HCPCGU FGPCERGKFGO. OIF EFDREJ CL BCBOX-LCA XFZEL RB ZUF.
BREED INFO:
AWMZM KZM XPZM AWKT AWZMM WNTEZME JZMMEH PD WPZHMH GT
AWM FPZSE APEKR. AWM JZMMEH FMZM EMLMSPOME AP OZPXPAM
UMZAKGT AZKGAH SGIM HGQM, HOMME, UPSPZ PZ HAZMTVAW. HPXM
FMZM EMLMSPOME DPZ ZGEGTV KTE PAWMZH DPZ WMKLR DKZX
FPZI.
(Answers on page 10)

Lessons with Alex Ennis
We’re on the web! www.ingelsidefarm.com
June lesson times will change and news slots for small
group lessons. Look for more details .

Private Lesson: $40
~ 30 minutes

4-Lesson Package: $150

Semi-Private Lesson: $40

8-Lesson Package: $280

45-60 minutes

(must be used within 30 days)

(must be used within 60 days)

(2 or 3 advanced riders only)

****Reminder, get a friend to sign up for a package of lessons and you get a free lesson !****
If you fail to cancel your lesson 12 hours in advance you will be charged for that lesson, no exceptions.
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Show News

The entire show
schedule is online!
(click to view)

Ω

June brings several horseshows:
Ω

Blowing Rock Horse show in Blowing Rock , NC

Ω

Horseman’s Classic in Greensboro, NC

Ladies Night
Ladies Night is going to be Thursday, June 11! All Ladies are
invited, cost is$35. Group riding (two sessions, 6:00 & 6:45)
plus potluck Mexican dinner!

Congratulations to Paul Otto on the
purchase of Our Skyscraper. He’s had
great rides so far and will debut at the
Blowing Rock horseshow.

Pearl is now residing at Guz stables; best
of luck to get in foal!
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Its Not Too Late; Sign Up Now!
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A Beginner's Guide to a Saddlebred Horse Show
Being in the Saddle Seat industry, it can be really hard to explain why we love our sport so
much. But the struggle is even more real for horse show newbies. For them, it can be
borderline impossible to actually turn up to a horse show and figure out what’s going on.

How did they decide who won that class? Why are people yelling? And what’s with the
organ music?
Riding disciplines like racing and jumping can be fairly easy to understand from a
spectator’s point of view; cross the finish line first, or go over all the jumps fastest,
and you win the ribbon. Saddle Seat, however, is a different beast entirely! There are
so many different divisions to figure out. You don’t win if you are the fastest, you don’t
win if you jump the highest, and even if there is a pattern to do, there’s also a rail work
portion to figure out. So, with all that said, here is quick beginner's guide to Saddle
Seat horse shows, with questions provided by Tom the horse-show-neophyte.
When I watch a class, what should I be looking out for? What’s good horse form look
like? And what does bad horse form look like?
Generally speaking, at a saddle seat show, you want to see a look of ease. Each division asks
for different specifics - things like five gaits instead of three, a pattern, or showing at the
flat walk or halt.
However, generally speaking, the most attractive horse with the most clear look of ease in
the horse AND rider is the one that’s going to take the cake. These horses love their jobs
and even if their riders are working really hard to keep their horse contained when it wants
to leap for joy, the idea is that the rider also looks like they love their job! Equestrians
everywhere have heard it before: “riding isn’t even hard, you just sit there” well in saddle
seat (a sport in which that is not even REMOTELY true), that can be taken as very high
praise!
What kinds of classes are more about the rider than the horse? What should I be
looking for in those classes? What’s good riding form look like? What does bad riding
form look like?
Equitation classes are more about the rider than the horse. Equitation also has a variety of
sub classes - i.e. pleasure equitation, saddle seat equitation, adult equitation, etc. In a class
like this, you want to see great posture! Nothing absurd or crazy, but great posture just like
you’d observe in someone walking around the city, upward gaze, shoulders down and back
with clean confidence in their movement.
(Continued on page 7)
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Beginner’s Guide Continued
This of course does not mean stiffness. Just like with good posture in life, stiffness is not
only uncomfortable, but it is also uncomfortable to look at. The only thing that’s really
different in saddle seat is the leg position. An easy thing to remember for new spectators is
that there should be a straight line from the competitors shoulders, down to their hips, down
to the back of their heels.
In classes where it’s all about the horse, won’t the most expensive horses just end up
winning?
While financial investment plays a role in all equestrian sports, as well as all sports that rely
heavily on “equipment” (in this case a beloved equine partner), behavior and riding ability has a
huge effect on whether or not a horse can perform at its best. Depending on the division, a
horse that costs well into the six figures may not be able to win a single ribbon simply because
that horse does not like to flat walk or halt. If classes are large and there are a number of
quality exhibitors that have great rides, if the most expensive horse in the class ends up
buried by its competitors, it could easily be overlooked by the judges for a far less expensive
horse that has a rider with ring sense/more showmanship. There are a number of factors
that play into how well a horse does in any given day, but having the most expensive horse
does not buy you a ribbons!
How about the classes in buggies? How are they judged?
Classes with jog carts or fine harness carts are typically pleasure and are judged by
the same standards as other performance divisions. The horse that looks the happiest,
that performs their required gates, and is seen by the judges will be the winner!
What are all those people in the stands yelling about?
As my Aunt Phoebe said at her first experience of a saddle seat show, “What is this?
A tourettes convention?” The intermittent yelling and screaming of phrases like “YA BOY” and
“YEEEEW” are just examples of some of the things you might be startled by at a saddle seat
show. The reasoning behind this behavior is really quite simple: the horses they are yelling
for are show horses and they LOVE to feel the crowd appreciating them. There’s nothing like
crowd support to make a horse get bigger in mind and body than you’ve ever felt before! They
love
attention, they love to be admired, and cheering is the easiest way for them to understand
you, as the audience, are appreciating their beauty! So be sure to pick a favorite and let a “ya
boyyyyy!” out when you get to your first saddle seat show.
About the Author: Lindsay Shearman is a co-founder of The Jodhpurs Company, Assistant Trainer at Knollwood Farm and serves on
the boards for MidAmerica Horse Show Association and The Good Hands
(Continued from page 6)
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Horse Dentistry
Horses' teeth grow continuously until some time
between the ages of 25 and 30. Grass, their natural food,
contains silica which is an abrasive and which constantly
wears down the horse's teeth. The fibers of heavier
grasses require a bit of grinding on the part of the horse.
Additionally the horse reaches down to bite off grass and
then raises his head to chew which changes his jaw
position constantly. A horse living on natural grass will be
more likely to naturally polish off the surfaces of his
molars into a level. Thus the horse's dental apparatus is
pretty well adapted to his natural diet.
In order to efficiently grind their food, horses' upper molars are spaced a little farther apart than
their lower teeth. While important in the wild, this offset can produce problems in the
domestic horse. Horses on alfalfa and less fibrous feeds tend to chew less and the material
which they are eating is generally less abrasive. Accordingly there will be surfaces which do not
get polished off evenly. Raised edges may appear along the edges of the molars; typically along
the outside of the upper set and the inside of the lower set. When these "unground surfaces"
get large the horse cannot rock his lower jaw laterally as he chews due to his teeth being locked
between the opposing ridges. Thus the problem self propagates, the ridges slowly appear larger
as they are no longer being worn down, and as the horse rubs these ridges when chewing, he's
actually wearing down the sides of these ridges into sharp points.
In some cases a horse may have to chew unnaturally in an
attempt to grind up his food. This action can often result in
increased uneven wear on the teeth and in some cases
generate significant excess pressure on one or more tooth
which can result in serious complications including causing
teeth to literally be worked loose.
In addition, the now restricted jaw movement can result in hooks being formed on the first
molars on each side of the upper jaw. Because of the limitation of chewing movement caused
by the ridges, the horse tends to rock his jaw backwards. This results in the first molars being
unevenly worn with the unworn portions hanging down like stalactites. By this time the horse
typically is not grinding his food well and in addition to the discomfort in his mouth, he is
probably lacking in nutritional efficiency. As these conditions develop the horse's teeth must be
once again made level through use of a dental rasp.

(Continued on page 9)
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Preventive Dental Care - Floating
This process is called "floating," the purpose of which is to
rasp off the excess tooth material in order to create a level
"table" for the molars to come together. The type of rasp
used varies according to the size of the horse's mouth and
relative hardness of his teeth. If the conditions are allowed
to get to severe, corrective dentistry will be required which
involves specialized tools and knowledge. Note: It's not the
dentist's intent to make the teeth completely flat. They
need some irregularity in order for the horse to grind his
food. The table (overall surface where the rows of teeth
meet) must be reasonably level overall in order to allow
proper jaw movement.
In the case of a missing tooth, the opposing tooth will erupt
into the space where the missing one should be, causing
some problems. The long tooth should be cut or filed to be
the same length as the others.
If the hooks are too large, the rasp, or float, cannot make it
past the hooks, so they will first have to be "rough cut" with
a special dental tool.
Once the floating is complete, the mouth should be checked
to make sure the horse's canines (pointy teeth found behind
the incisors in stallions and geldings) are not so long that
they press into the opposing gums. If they have grown too
long, they will need to be shortened. Some people use hoof
nippers to accomplish this task however these teeth can
shatter when nipped, causing complications. Grinding or
using a dental cutting tool is more appropriate.
Some horses will also have wolf teeth. These are small
premolars which appear on the upper jaw above and usually
slightly ahead of the molars. These teeth are particularly
troublesome as they are not set in the jawbone and the
presence of a bit pressing against them can cause significant
gum discomfort. If they are present, they should be
removed by a veterinarian or equine dentist.
(Continued from page 8)

Open up Chubby!. Now before you get
worried, the rope was used to hold his
head up because he was extra sleepy from
some calming medications.
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Love to Ride
Michelle Thompson
Ashley Tharp

Sophie Racine
Candy Parker

(Answers from page 3)

GENERAL HORSE INFO: They are long legged hoofed mammals. Adult female horses are called mares and adult
males are stallions or geldings. Young horses are called foals and can stand and run shortly after birth. They reach
full adult size by age five.
AGE: A horse has a life span of twenty-five to thirty years. A few will live into their forties, but it is not common. Life
span also depends on the breed, the level of health care and living environment. The record is fifty-six years of age.
BREED INFO: There are more than three hundred breeds of horses in the world today. The breeds were developed
to promote certain traits like size, speed, color or strength. Some were developed for riding and others for heavy
farm work.

Ingleside Farm YouTube
Channel (click to view)

Cancellation Policy Enforcement
Unfortunately many people have cancelled lessons with Alex without the required 12 hours notice and therefore we will now be strictly enforcing the
cancellation policy. Alex’s lesson times are limited and she books well in advance.; when you cancel last minute she cannot put someone else in that slot
(meaning she is not earning while waiting for the next rider/driver). Let’s all
support Alex’s mission to provide a professional service with a smile!

